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Modeling of sawtooth destabilization during radio-frequency heating
experiments in tokamak plasmas

K. G. McClements, R. O. Dendy, R. J. Hastie, and T. J. Martin
UKAEA, Fusion (UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association), Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB,
United Kingdom
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Sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks have been stabilized using ion cyclotron resonance heating
~ICRH!, but often reappear while ICRH continues. It is shown that the reappearance of sawteeth
during one particular ICRH discharge in the Joint European Torus~JET! @Campbellet al., Phys.
Rev. Lett.60, 2148~1988!# was correlated with a change of sign in the energydW associated with
m51 internal kink displacements. To computedW, a new analytical model is used for the
distribution function of heated minority ions, which is consistent with Fokker–Planck simulations of
ICRH. Minority ions have a stabilizing influence, arising from third adiabatic invariant
conservation, but also contribute to a destabilizing shift of magnetic flux surfaces. As the minor
radius of theq51 surface rises, the stabilizing influence of minority ions diminishes, and the shape
of the plasma cross section becomes increasingly important. It is shown that an increase in ICRH
power can destabilize the kink mode: this is consistent with observations of sawteeth in
JET discharges with varying levels of ICRH. It is suggested that the sawtooth-free period could
be prolonged by minimizing the vertical extent of the ICRH power deposition profile.
@S1070-664X~96!02308-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

Sawtooth-like oscillations in the soft x-ray emission
from a tokamak plasma were first reported by von Goeler
and co-workers in 1974.1 Although such oscillations may
have the beneficial effect of removing high-Z impurities,
their suppression is generally regarded as desirable, from the
point of view of optimizing plasma performance. It has been
known for several years that sawtooth stabilization can be
achieved for a limited period of time using the heating prop-
erties of electromagnetic waves in the ion cyclotron range of
frequencies~ICRF!.2,3 Since ICRF waves are frequently used
to provide auxiliary heating in large tokamaks, it is important
to understand as fully as possible the mechanism whereby
such waves can bring about sawtooth stabilization.

ICRF heating experiments that brought about sawtooth
stabilization in the Joint European Torus~JET! tokamak are
described in Ref. 2; similar experiments in the Tokamak Fu-
sion Test Reactor~TFTR! are reported in Ref. 3. In the case
of JET, the majority and minority ions were, respectively,
deuterons and protons.4 In one JET discharge~hereinafter
referred to as discharge A!, the central electron temperature
Te0 initially exhibited normal sawtoothing behavior, but rose
to an essentially steady value of around 6.4 keV shortly after
the onset of ion cyclotron resonance heating~ICRH!. This
steady state persisted for approximately 1 s, during which
there was an almost complete absence of magnetohydrody-
namic ~MHD! activity. A sawtooth collapse inTe0 then fol-
lowed, triggered apparently by an instability with toroidal
and poloidal mode numbersn51, m51. The sawtooth oc-
curring at the end of the stable period had an inversion radius
r i of around 50–60 cm, whereas the inversion radius during
the initial sawtoothing phase~prior to the onset of ICRH!
was around 40 cm. Throughout the stable period, the safety
factorq in the plasma center was below unity.

In a second JET discharge described in Ref. 2~hereinaf-
ter discharge B!, sawtooth stabilization did not occur:Te0
rose sharply at the onset of ICRH, but continued to exhibit
sawtooth behavior. In both discharges A and B, the plasma
current I p was 2.2 MA, and the safety factor at the plasma
edgeqa was equal to 5.2. The most significant difference
between the two experiments was in the ICRF power level:
around 4.3 MW in discharge A, and around 6 MW in dis-
charge B. Since stabilization in discharge A was evidently
brought about by ICRH, one might expect an increase in
ICRH power to give greater stability: in the 4–6 MW range,
the opposite was the case. A similar phenomenon has been
observed in TFTR~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 3!.

The fact that anm5n51 instability triggered the end of
the stable period in discharge A strongly implies that the
potential energydW associated withm51 internal kink dis-
placements plays a crucial role in determining whether or not
sawteeth occur: in the ideal limit,dW,0 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for instability. In a thermally relaxed
plasma,dW can be computed using ideal MHD.5 However,
trapped ICRF-heated minority ions give rise to an additional
kinetic term in dW, which is generally positive and thus
stabilizing.6 In order to compute this term, it is necessary to
specify the distribution function of minority ions: in Ref. 6,
the present authors used a model distribution that is appro-
priate for the case of ICRH experiments in JET to obtain a
complicated but numerically tractable integral expression for
the trapped minority ion contribution todW. The parameters
appearing in this expression are clearly defined experimental
quantities, such as ICRF power and the height of the power
deposition profile.

The main aim of this paper is to computedW for ICRF-
heated JET discharges in a fully self-consistent way, taking
into account both anisotropic pressure and kinetic effects,
and using parameters that correspond as closely as possible
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to discharges A and B discussed in Ref. 2. To achieve this, it
is necessary to calculate the kinetic contribution todW using
a realistic representation of the heated ion distribution, and to
extend the Bussac toroidal energy principle5 to the case of
anisotropic plasma pressure with shaping, using the analyses
of Edery and co-workers,7 Mikhailovskii,8 and Madden and
Hastie.9 For the purpose of comparing theory with experi-
ment, it is also necessary to focus on the uncertainties affect-
ing quantities such as minority ion concentration and ICRF
power deposition profiles, which determine the values of pa-
rameters that are central to the theory. A crucial test of the
complete model is, then, that the computed values ofdW are
positive during the sawtooth-free period of discharge A, and
close to zero or negative at the end of that period, within the
limits of experimental uncertainty.

Several other authors have examined the effect of ICRF
waves on sawtooth oscillations. Porcelli and co-workers10

compared predictions of a model developed by Pegoraro and
co-workers11,12with data from various ICRF-heated JET dis-
charges in which sawtooth suppression was observed. In this
model, the kinetic term indW was evaluated numerically,
using a model of the minority ion distribution that reflects
the anisotropy of ICRF heating. The only parameters of the
heated ion distribution that can be measured directly are glo-
bal ones, such as total energy content, and for this reason it
was necessary for Porcelli and co-workers to make simplify-
ing assumptions about the spatial profiles of heated ions.
Also, the model presented in Refs. 11 and 12 assumes an
ordering in which the MHD contribution todW can be de-
scribed by a scalar plasma pressure. Such an ordering was
also assumed by Cheng,13 in a wide-ranging study of ener-
getic particle effects on MHD instabilities; by Phillips and
co-workers,3 in the context of sawtooth stabilization in
TFTR; and by Zabie´go and co-workers,14 who used their
analysis to interpret sawtooth stabilization experiments in the
Tore Supra tokamak. Porcelli and co-workers15 have argued
that the finite widths of ICRF-heated ion orbits tend to in-
hibit stabilization at high ICRF power, while Bhatnagar and
co-workers16 have demonstrated experimentally that en-
hanced sawtooth stability can be achieved by modifying the
plasma current profile to reduce magnetic shear at the surface
defined byq51.

In a real tokamak plasma, with finite electrical resistiv-
ity, instability can occur whendW is positive, although the
exact location of the stability boundary in this case is not
clear. White and co-workers17,18 have carried out stability
analyses of the resistive and ideal internal kink modes, tak-
ing into account the presence of a trapped ICRF-heated ion
population with a unique pitch angle. Recently, it has been
suggested by Levinton and co-workers19 that dW may have
been strongly negative during some sawtooth-free discharges
in TFTR. Auxiliary heating in these discharges was provided
by neutral beam injection. Levinton and co-workers assumed
isotropic plasma pressure, and used ideal MHD to compute
dW: they assumed that the kinetic contribution todW could
be neglected, on the grounds that the neutral beams were
injected tangentially to the magnetic axis and consequently
supplied few trapped ions to the plasma. Sawtooth suppres-
sion in TFTR has instead been attributed to the fact that the

saturation amplitude of them51 kink mode may be very
low, because of two-fluid effects involving the electron and
ion diamagnetic frequencies.20 There appears to be strong
evidence, however, that the totaldW ~including the kinetic
contribution of energetic ions! plays a significant role in de-
termining the stability of sawtooth oscillations in ICRF-
heated JET discharges~see, e.g., Ref. 10!.

As a preamble to our principal objective, that of comput-
ing dW using a fully self-consistent set of parameters~Sec.
III !, we first show quantitatively that the model distribution
proposed in Ref. 6 is a realistic representation of an ion
population heated by ICRH~Sec. II!. After a brief discussion
of resistive and finite ion Larmor radius effects, we conclude
by examining possible experimental strategies for prolonging
sawtooth-free periods in future ICRH experiments.

II. ICRF-HEATED MINORITY ION DISTRIBUTION

For the purposes of the present discussion, the model
distribution proposed in Ref. 6 can most usefully be written
in the form

Fh~m,E ,r !52nh~r !S mh

2pT'~r ! D
3/2

G~r !

3expF2mhS mB0

T'~r !
1

uE2mB0u
Ti~r ! D G , ~1!

where the magnetic momentm and energyE are both nor-
malized to the minority ion massmh ; B0 is the magnetic
induction atR5R0, whereR is distance from the axis of
symmetry andR0 is the major radius;G(r ) is a normaliza-
tion factor that is computed in the Appendix of Ref. 6;nh is
the minority ion density;r is a minor radial coordinate; and
Ti , T' are parameters whose values are determined by a
model of ICRF heating that was proposed by Stix.21We have
assumed that, on a given flux surface, maximum power
deposition occurs atR5R0, where mB05v'

2/2 and
uE2mB0u5v i

2/2 ~v' and v i denoting velocity components
perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field!. At R5R0,
the functionFh is thus bi-Maxwellian, with perpendicular
and parallel temperaturesT' ,Ti : the nature of the heating
process is such thatT' is normally larger thanTi . At RÞR0,
Fh is not bi-Maxwellian. One can demonstrate this by deter-
mining the locus of points in (v i ,v') space corresponding to
constantFh . At R5R0, each locus of constantFh is an el-
lipse; if the magnetic induction is of the form
B(r ,u)5B0~12e cosu!, whereu is the poloidal angle and
e[r /R0 is the local inverse aspect ratio, the locus atRÞR0 is
defined by the equation

v'
2

12e cosu
1
T'

Ti
Uv'

21v i
22

v'
2

~12e cosu!
U5u2, ~2!

where u is a constant. Settingu50 ~corresponding to the
midplane, outboard of the magnetic axis!, and assuming
v'
2,v i

2~1/e21!, we obtain

v i
25S Ti

T'
D u22v'

2 @12~T' /Ti!e#

12e
. ~3!
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If, on the other hand,v'
2.v i

2~1/e21!, we have

v'
25

u21v i
2~T' /Ti!~12e!

11~T' /Ti!e
. ~4!

Since 0<e<1, Eq. ~4! defines a hyperbola in (v i ,v') space
whose center lies at the origin. Equation~3! defines an el-
lipse or a hyperbola if 12(T'/Ti)e is, respectively, positive
or negative. In either case, the two conics defined by Eqs.~3!
and~4! meet at a pitch angle defined byev'

25v i
2~12e!. It is

straightforward to show that this is the pitch angle in the
midplane of an ion that undergoes bounce reflection at
u5690°, i.e. the points of maximum ICRF power deposition
on a given flux surface.

We now compare Eqs.~3! and~4! with contours of con-
stant Fh obtained by solving numerically a steady-state
Fokker–Planck equation that describes ICRH.22 Figure 1~a!,
taken from Ref. 22, depicts the steady-state deuterium distri-
bution in a 50:50 deuterium–tritium plasma. The quantities
ṽ i and ṽ' are midplane velocity components, normalized to
the speed of a 1.2 MeV deuteron. The local inverse aspect
ratio is 0.14. The trapped–passing boundary, corresponding
to bounce reflection atu56180°, is indicated by solid diag-
onal lines. Figure 1~b! shows a single contour of the function
Fh defined by Eq.~1!, with e50.14 andTi/T'50.17. Solid
diagonal lines have again been used to represent the
trapped–passing boundary. The contour shape is independent
of u: the chosen values ofu and Ti/T' are such that the
contour cuts theṽ i and ṽ' axes at the same points as the
outermost contour in Fig. 1~a!. By adjusting the value of

only one free parameter (Ti/T'), we thus obtain a distribu-
tion function contour whose shape closely resembles those
obtained in a full Fokker–Planck calculation. In particular,
the curves in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! both exhibit sharply defined
features atev'

25v i
2~12e!, and local minima atṽ i50. We

infer from this that Eq.~1!, despite its simplicity, provides a
realistic representation of ion distributions heated by ICRF
waves.

III. EVALUATION OF KINK ENERGY

We consider a toroidal plasma, undergoing an internal
kink displacement with mode numbersm51 andn51. The
resulting change in potential energy is

dW56p2R0j0
2
B0
2

m0
S r 1R0

D 4$dW̃k1dW̃T1dW̃shape%

[6p2R0j0
2
B0
2

m0
S r 1R0

D 4 dW̃. ~5!

Here, j0 is the displacement of the plasma within theq51
surface;r 1 is the minor radial coordinate of that surface;m0
is the vacuum permeability~we use SI units throughout!;
dW̃k is a kinetic contribution to the kink energy, arising from
the presence of trapped ICRF-heated minority ions;6 dW̃T ,
evaluated in Refs. 5 and 8, is a quadratic function of the
poloidal beta, which, for an isotropic plasma, is defined as

bp52
2m0

e1
2B0

2 E
0

r1 r 2

r 1
2

dp

dr
dr, ~6!

wherep is pressure ande1 is the inverse aspect ratio of the
q51 surface; anddW̃shape arises from departures of the
plasma cross section from circularity.7 The sum
dW̃T1dW̃shapeconstitutes the MHD component of the kink
energy referred to in the Introduction:dW̃T is one-third of
the dimensionless kink energy defined in Ref. 5. We consider
separately the problems of evaluatingdW̃k , dW̃T , and
dW̃shape.

A. Kinetic hot ion contribution to kink energy

The numerical evaluation ofdW̃k , with Fh given by Eq.
~1!, is greatly facilitated if the kink mode frequencyv is
much smaller than the average toroidal precessional drift fre-
quency of the heated ions. We assume that this inequality
applies in the case of kink perturbations associated with saw-
tooth events. In Ref. 6, an integral expression was obtained
for a quantity that consisted ofdW̃k plus the contribution of
trapped minority ions to the MHD component ofdW. In this
paper, it is convenient to incorporate the latter intodW̃T , and
to computedW̃k alone. ExpressingFh as a function ofr , E ,
andl[v'

2 /(v2B), we have6

dW̃k52
2&p

3

m0mh

B0R0
SR0

r 1
D 4E

0

r1
r dr E

1/Bmax

1/Bmin
dl

3E
0

`

E 3/2 dE
]Fh

]r

I q
2

I c1sIs
, ~7!

FIG. 1. ICRF-heated ion distribution function contours in midplane
velocity–space coordinates (ṽ i ,ṽ'). ~a! Deuterium distribution in a 50:50
deuterium–tritium plasma, obtained by solving numerically a steady-state
Fokker–Planck equation.22 The local inverse aspect ratioe is 0.14.~b! Con-
tour of the functionFh , corresponding to parameterse50.14,Ti/T'50.17.
The velocity components are normalized to the speed of a 1.2 MeV deu-
teron. In both~a! and ~b! the trapped–passing boundary is indicated by
diagonal lines.
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whereBmin5B0~12e!, Bmax5B0~11e! are the minimum and
maximum values ofB on a given flux surface,s[d ln q/
d ln r is magnetic shear, andI c , I s , I q are given by

I c5E
2ub

ub du

2p

cosu

~12lB!1/2
, ~8!

I s5E
2ub

ub du

2p

u sin u

~12lB!1/2
, ~9!

I q5E
2ub

ub du

2p

cosqu

~12lB!1/2
, ~10!

the limits of the integrals denoting the poloidal angles at
which bounce reflection occurs. These integrals depend on
minority ion pitch angle: at a certain trapped pitch angle
I c1sIq50, which means thatdW̃k has an imaginary part.
This reflects a wave–particle resonance between the kink
mode and heated ions with bounce-averaged precessional
drift frequencies close tov.

In this paper we are concerned solely with the real part
of dW̃k , which is given by the principal part of thel integral
in Eq. ~7!. A numerically tractable expression for Re(dW̃k)
may be obtained by following a procedure closely analogous
to that used in Ref. 6: only terms that are of leading order in
12q ands are retained, and integration by parts is used to
achieve further simplification. The final result, which is simi-
lar to Eq.~66! in Ref. 6, can be readily evaluated numerically
for any prescribed radial profiles ofT' , Ti , nh , andq. The
first of these,T'(r ), is determined by the spatial dependence
of ICRF power deposition density,Pd(r ,u). In Ref. 6 the
following representation was used:

Pd~r ,u!5
Pc

2p2R0Dd
expS 2

~R2R0!
2

d2
2
Z2

D2D , ~11!

whereR,Z, respectively, denote the horizontal distance from
the axis of symmetry and vertical distance from the mid-
plane, andPc , d, D are constants. The coupling of ICRF
waves to minority ions is a consequence of cyclotron reso-
nance, and, sinceB varies more rapidly withR than it does
with Z, one expects that in most casesD.d. The finite
spread of minority ion velocities means that the Doppler
resonance condition is satisfied for a range of values ofB,
and so cyclotron resonance can occur over a finite region of
space on either side ofR5R0. The width of this region is
typically of the order of 0.1 m.23

The Stix model21 predicts thatT'.rRFtS/2nh , where
rRF is the ICRF power density coupled to the minority ions,
andtS is the Spitzer slowing-down time associated with mi-
nority ion–electron collisions. In Ref. 6,rRF was identified
with P̂d(r ), the peak value ofPd(r ,u) on a given flux sur-
face. In the case of an ICRH power deposition profile that
peaks atR5R0, it can be shown thatP̂d(r )}exp(2r 2/D2)
@see Eq.~38! in Ref. 6#. PuttingrRF5P̂d , the Stix formula
then becomes

T'~r !5
tS~r !Pc

4p2R0Ddnh~r !
expS 2

r 2

D2D . ~12!

The slowing-down time is a function of electron densityne
and temperatureTe , with gradient scale lengths of the order

of the plasma minor radiusa. If the minority ion density
varies on a similar length scale, the radial profile ofT' will
be determined essentially by the value ofD!a. On this ba-
sis, an empirical estimate ofD can be inferred from obser-
vations of neutrons andg rays produced in reactions between
heated minority ions and plasma impurities.24 Alternatively,
one can predict the value ofD using ray-tracing and full
wave calculations of ICRF power deposition.25 Both Refs. 24
and 25 deal with the case that is most relevant to the present
discussion, namely that of hydrogen minority heating in a
JET plasma consisting predominantly of deuterium. The neu-
tron emission profile in Fig. 3 of Ref. 24 has ane-folding
width of around 0.5 m, while the computed power deposition
profiles in Fig. 1 of Ref. 25 imply a value ofD in the range
0.2–0.3 m. The true value ofD is thus rather uncertain: we
adopt here the lower figure of 0.2 m.

In Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, Pc is the wave power that is ab-
sorbed by minority ions: in general, this is less than the total
ICRF wave powerPRF, a fraction of which is always ab-
sorbed by electrons via Landau and transit time damping. If,
as in discharges A and B, the wave is in simultaneous cyclo-
tron resonance with more than one ion species, the energy
that is absorbed via cyclotron damping will be partitioned
among those species. If, for example, the plasma contains a
high concentration of fully ionized carbon,23 there are then
three ion species in simultaneous cyclotron resonance with
the wave. In those circumstances it is not clear what frac-
tional wave powerPc/PRF is likely to be absorbed by minor-
ity ions. It is also difficult to obtain accurate values for the
parametersd andnh . For these reasons, Eq.~12! is of limited
use as a formula for estimatingT' . However, observations
of hydrogen atoms formed by charge transfer from
hydrogen-like impurity ions to ICRF-heated protons have re-
cently been used as a direct diagnostic ofFh in JET.

26 More
specifically, the observations yielded the perpendicular ve-
locity distribution of protons, integrated along a vertical line
of sight through the plasma center. The Gaussian variation of
T' with r , predicted by Eq.~12!, implies that any mean
temperature inferred by this method will lie close toT'~0!.
At low ICRF power~PRF;2–4 MW!, the line-integratedFh

could be well approximated by a Maxwellian distribution,
with T' typically lying in the range 80–140 keV~see Fig. 6
in the first paper of Ref. 26!. In these experiments the mea-
sured values ofne~0! and Te~0! were similar to those of
discharge A. We infer from this that 140 keV is a reasonable
estimate ofT'~0! in discharge A. It is worth noting that the
Stix model has been used to estimate minority ion tail tem-
peratures that are higher than this.23 However, for the reasons
noted above, such estimates are highly uncertain.

As we indicated earlier, in order to compute Re(dW̃k) it
is necessary to specifyinter alia the minority ion concentra-
tion h[nh/ne , the electron temperatureTe , and the electron
densityne .

6 The minority ion concentration in discharges A
and B was rather uncertain: relative to the deuteron density,
it may have been as low as 2% or as high as 10%.4 Here, we
set h50.02 at all r . We assume electron temperature and
density profiles of the form
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Te~r !5Te0F12S raD
2GnTe

, ~13!

ne~r !5ne0F12S raD
2Gnne

. ~14!

Figure 3 of Ref. 2 depictsTe(r ) at various times during
discharge A, and, in particular, during the period immedi-
ately preceding the termination of the sawtooth-free period.
Fitting Eq. ~12! to the observed values ofTe(r ) inside the
sawtooth inversion radius, we obtainnTe51.9060.05. The
value ofTe0 during the sawtooth-free period, as we noted in
the Introduction, was approximately 6.4 keV. The electron
density profile in discharge A was much flatter than the tem-
perature profile, withnne.0.7. The mean electron density
along a line passing through the plasma center was approxi-
mately 1.531019 m23 ~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 2!. Performing the
appropriate integral of Eq.~14! with respect tor , we infer
from this thatne0.2.131019 m23.

The electron temperature profile also has a bearing on
the minority ion parallel temperature,Ti . Stix

21 suggested
that

Ti.3.7Te~2A
1/2Zeff!

2/3 keV, ~15!

whereZeff is defined in the usual way andA is the minority
ion mass number. SettingTe056.4 keV,A51, andZeff54,23

we obtainTi~0!.95 keV. WithT'~0!5140 keV, this implies
thatTi(0)/T'(0).0.7 in discharge A. In this caseFh is only
weakly anisotropic atR5R0 . SinceT' is expected to have a
stronger dependence onr thanTi @compare Eq.~13! with Eq.
~15!#, the value ofTi/T' at finiter is likely to be even higher
than 0.7. To model discharge A, we setTi/T' equal to 0.85
at all r .

Finally, we adopt the following generic representation of
the safety factor profileq(r ):

q~r !5q0@11lq~r /a!2n#1/n, ~16!

wherea.1.25 m andq0, lq , andn are constants. In choos-
ing appropriate values for these constants, we note from Ref.
2 that q0 was observed to fall by around 10% during the
course of the sawtooth-free period in discharge A, its initial
value lying approximately in the range 0.9–1.0. The saw-
tooth inversion radiusr i was observed to increase from about
0.4 m prior to ICRH stabilization, to around 0.5–0.6 m at the
time of the sawtooth collapse which terminated the stable
period. If r i is approximately equal to the radius of theq51
surfacer 1, there must have been a steep gradient inq at
r.r 1 , in order to giveqa;5 throughout the discharge. This
suggests thatn.1 is appropriate in Eq.~16!. To describe the
plasma conditions at the start of the sawtooth-free period, we
set q050.8, lq541.2, andn52, so thatr 1.0.34a.0.4 m.
To describe the end of the sawtooth-free period, we set
q050.7, lq5149.4, andn52.5, giving r 1.0.40a.0.50 m.
The parameter set required to evaluate Re(dW̃k) is com-
pleted by the major radiusR0 and the axial magnetic induc-
tion B0: in discharges A and B,R053 m andB052.2 T.

B. Toroidal contribution to kink energy

As we noted at the beginning of this section,dW̃T was
shown in Ref. 5 to be a quadratic function ofbp , which
depends on the total plasma pressure profile. In Ref. 6 it was
noted that the pressure of an ICRF-heated plasma is not a
scalar quantity, since the heated ion distribution is aniso-
tropic ~cf. Fig. 1!. Even when the ICRF power is relatively
low ~e.g., 4–6 MW!, the productnhT' is typically compa-
rable to, or greater than, the electron pressureneTe . The
internal kink stability criteria obtained by Bussac and co-
workers in Ref. 5 have been extended by Mikhailovskii8 to
the case of a tokamak plasma in which the pressure is aniso-
tropic but only weakly dependent on poloidal angleu. Mad-
den and Hastie9 have obtained hydromagnetic equilibria for
tokamaks in which the pressure is both anisotropic andu
dependent. Expanding the perpendicular pressurep' as a
Fourier cosine series inu, Madden and Hastie obtained a
generalized second-order equation for the Shafranov shift
D(r ). The extra terms in this equation, neglected in previous
calculations, involve the Fourier coefficient of cos 2u. In the
expression fordW̃T that was obtained in Ref. 5, thebp and
bp
2 terms arise fromD8~r 1!Þ0, and so modifications to the

equation forD(r ), such as those deduced in Ref. 9, imply
thatdW̃T must also be modified. To computedW̃T , we must
therefore determine theu dependence ofp' , which is de-
fined in terms ofFh by the expression

p'~r ,u!5pE
2`

`

dv i E
0

`

mhv'
3Fh dv' . ~17!

The quantityp' must be evaluated separately for poloidal
angles lying inboard and outboard of the magnetic axis. In
both cases, we obtain an expression of the form

p'~r ,u!52Gnh~TiT'!1/2F11O S e
T'

Ti
D G , ~18!

where theO (eT'/Ti) are u dependent. The coefficients of
cos 2u, in particular, are of ordereT'/Ti . As we noted in the
previous section, the ICRF-heated ion distribution is likely to
be only weakly anisotropic when the radio-frequency power
is low: in such caseseT'/Ti!1, and the cos 2u term in the
Fourier expansion ofp' can be neglected. We may then ap-
ply the analysis of Mikhailovskii,8 who obtained a modified
form of the result obtained by Bussac and co-workers:5

dW̃T5
1

6
bp
c1dW̃11bp dW̃21bp

2 dW̃3 , ~19!

where:dW̃1, dW̃2, and dW̃3 depend on theq profile, and
must be evaluated numerically;bp is defined by Eq.~6!, with

p[pbulk1~pi1p'!/2, ~20!

wherepbulk is the bulk plasma pressure and

pi52pE
2`

`

mhv i
2 dv i E

0

`

v'Fh dv'

.2Gnh
Ti

T'

~TiT'!1/2 ~21!
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is the minority ion parallel pressure; andbp
c is defined in the

same way as bp , except that p is replaced by
(pi1p'1C)/2, where

C54pmhE E B

uv iu
~mB!2

]Fh

]E
dm dE

.24Gnh
T'

Ti
~TiT'!1/2. ~22!

In Eq. ~22!, ]Fh/]E is evaluated at constantm and r . It is
clear from Eqs.~18!, ~21!, and~22! thatbp

c50 for a plasma
with isotropic pressure, and we then recover the result ob-
tained by Bussac and co-workers.5 It is clear also thatbp

c,0

when, as in the present case,T'.Ti . The quantitydW̃1 is
always positive and thus stabilizing, whereasdW̃2 anddW̃3
are negative and destabilizing. Expressions fordW̃1, dW̃2,
anddW̃3 are given in Ref. 5.

It is convenient to split the poloidal beta into bulk
plasma (bp

bulk) and hot minority ion (bp
hot) components. The

latter quantity must be evaluated numerically. The bulk
plasma poloidal beta, on the other hand, can be evaluated
analytically. If we make the reasonable assumption that the
majority ions and electrons have identical density and tem-
perature profiles~except for normalization!, and neglect the
contribution to the pressure of plasma impurities, it follows
from Eqs.~13! and ~14! that

pbulk5~ne0Te01ni0Ti0!S 12
r 2

a2D
np

, ~23!

whereTi0,ni0 denote central values of the majority ion tem-
perature and density, andnp5nne1nTe . Writing
p05ne0Te01ni0Ti0 , it is straightforward to show that

bp
bulk5

2m0p0
e1
4B0

2

a2

R0
2 H F12S 12

r 1
2

a2D
npG

2
np

np11 F12S 12
r 1
2

a2D
np11G J . ~24!

Expanding the right-hand side of Eq.~24! in ascending pow-
ers of r 1

2/a2, we obtain an expression that is independent of
r 1:

bp
bulk.

m0npp0
B0
2

R0
2

a2
. ~25!

The only parameters appearing inbp
bulk that we have not

already specified areni0 andTi0. Figure 2 of Ref. 2 indicates
that Ti0.5.5 keV during the sawtooth-free period of dis-
charge A. To deduce a value forni0, we assume that the main
impurity in the plasma is carbon.23 Setting Zeff54,23

ne052.131019 m23, andh50.02, we infer thatni0.831018

m23.

C. Shape contribution to kink energy

The shape contribution todW̃ is independent ofbp , and
may be evaluated numerically for any specified plasma
boundary shape using the analysis presented in Ref. 7. In
general,R andZ at the plasma boundary may be expressed,

respectively, as Fourier cosine and sine series in the poloidal
angleu. Here, we truncate each series at the second harmonic
and write

R5R02D~a!1a@~12E!cosu1T cos 2u#, ~26!

Z5a@~11E!sin u2T sin 2u#, ~27!

whereE andT are constants representing the elongation and
triangularity of the boundary. WhenE, T, and theq profile
have been specified,dW̃shapemay be evaluated using Eq.
~46! in Ref. 7. The elliptical and triangular distortions of the
flux surface cross section increase withr , and so plasma
shaping becomes more significant asr 1 rises.

An alternative representation of shaping that is simpler
and more commonly used in the tokamak plasma literature is
the following:27

R5R02D~a!1
2a

11k
cos ũ, ~28!

Z5
2ka

11k
sin~ ũ2d sin ũ !, ~29!

wherek, d are constants andũP@0,2p# is a parameter that
generates the boundary: it is not exactly equivalent to the
variableu used in Eqs.~26!–~27!. A simple relation between
E andk may be obtained by requiring the two plasma bound-
aries to have the same midplane width:

E5
k21

k11
. ~30!

The value ofT that corresponds most closely to specified
values ofk andd may be obtained graphically, by superim-
posing plots of Eqs.~26!–~27! and Eqs.~28!–~29!. Setting
k51.5, d50.2, E50.2, and T50.05, we obtain plasma
boundary cross sections that closely resemble those of the
JET discharges of interest~see, e.g. Fig. 3 in Ref. 28!: they
are plotted in Fig. 2, withR andZ normalized to 2a/~11k!
and the coordinate system centered onR5R02D(a), Z50.
Equations~28!–~29! are represented by the solid curve, and
Eqs. ~26!–~27! by the dashed curve. It is clear that the two
boundaries coincide almost exactly. Thus, it is appropriate to
computedW̃shapewith E andT, respectively, set equal to 0.2
and 0.05.

D. Numerical results

The hot minority ion, toroidal, and shape contributions
to Re(dW̃), at the beginning and end of the sawtooth-free
period, are listed in Table I. The poloidal beta is sufficiently
large thatdW̃T,0 throughout the period in question. A mod-
est rise in Re(dW̃k) is accompanied by much larger increases
in both udW̃Tu and udW̃shapeu, the result being that Re(dW̃)
changes sign, from positive to negative. Thus, the model
parameters inferred in the preceding sections are consistent
with a scenario in which the ideal internal kink mode be-
comes unstable at a time corresponding roughly to the end of
the sawtooth-free period. Whereasbp

bulk remains approxi-
mately constant during the sawtooth-free period@cf. Eq.
~25!#, bp

hot and ubp
c u both fall by nearly a factor of 2, due to

expansion of theq<1 volume. As we noted previously, the
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coefficients ofbp and bp
2 in Eq. ~19! are negative, and so

these terms, along withbp
c/6, are sources of instability. De-

spite a drop in the hot minority ion contribution to the toroi-
dal energy, the change in theq profile is such thatudW̃Tu and
udW̃shapeu rise sufficiently rapidly to bring about destabiliza-
tion. Qualitatively, it is not surprising that the shape term
should increase withr 1, since flux surface cross sections
become progressively less circular toward the plasma bound-
ary. It should be stressed, however, thatdW̃shapeis also very
sensitive to the parametern: the sharp increase inudW̃shapeu
between the beginning and end of the sawtooth-free period is
due largely to a flattening of theq profile at r,r 1.

We now evaluate Re(dW̃) for a range of values ofT'~0!,
recalling that discharges A and B are assumed to be identical,
except for the value of this parameter. In particular, we as-
sume that the two discharges have the sameq profiles. Fig-
ure 3 shows Re~dW̃! ~dotted line!, dW̃T1dW̃shape ~dashed
line!, and Re(dW̃) as functions ofT'~0!. The parallel tem-
perature is held fixed, so thatT'/Ti increases linearly with
T' . Equation ~12! indicates thatT'~0! should scale with
PRF, and, sincePRF is about 50% higher in discharge B than
it is in discharge A, we estimate thatT'~0!.210 keV in

discharge B. Again, a relatively modest rise in Re(dW̃k), is
offset by a more rapid increase inudW̃T1dW̃shapeu, with the
result that Re(dW̃) becomes negative as the ICRF power is
increased. The essential reason for this is that Re(dW̃k)
scales approximately withbp

hot, whereasdW̃T contains a nu-
merically negative term that scales with (bp

hot)2. A suffi-
ciently large increase in minority ion pressure thus has a
destabilizing effect. The present authors have predicted a
similar phenomenon in ignited plasmas, when alpha particles
make a significant contribution to the plasma pressure.29 If
Re(dW̃),0 is a sufficient condition for the occurrence of a
sawtooth crash, the change in sign of Re(dW̃) with increas-
ing T'~0! is wholly consistent with the observation that saw-
teeth are suppressed in discharge A@PRF.4 MW;
T'~0!.140 keV#, but not in discharge B@PRF.6 MW;
T'~0!.210 keV#.2 Our results are also consistent with ex-
perimental data published by Bhatnagar and co-workers,16

which indicate that sawtooth periods in ICRF-heated JET
discharges can be maximized by choosingPRF to be in the
3–5 MW range. Values ofPRF in this range have been shown
to optimize sawtooth stabilization in TFTR.3 It is important
to stress that our calculation ofdW̃k assumes zero orbit
widths,6 and so the mechanism we are proposing for saw-
tooth destabilization at high ICRF power is distinct from that
proposed by Porcelli and co-workers in Ref. 15.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we plot Re(dW̃k), dW̃T1dW̃shape, and
Re(dW̃) as functions ofD, the height of the ICRF wave
absorption profile. The other parameters are those of dis-
charge A. It is apparent that the overall sign of Re(dW̃) is

FIG. 2. Solid curve: plasma boundary defined by Eqs.~26! and ~27!, with
k51.5, d50.2. Dashed curve: plasma boundary defined by Eqs.~24! and
~25!, with E50.2,T50.05.

TABLE I. Safety factor parameters and contributions to dimensionless kink
energy at early~second column! and late ~third column! stages of the
sawtooth-free period in discharge A.

q0 0.8 0.7
r 1/a 0.34 0.40
qa 5.2 5.2
Re(dW̃k) 0.0089 0.0098
dW̃T 20.0015 20.0046
dW̃shape 20.0024 20.0074
Re(dW̃) 0.0050 20.0022

FIG. 3. Solid line: dimensionless kink energy Re(dW̃) as a function of
T'~0!, the perpendicular temperature of heated minority ions at the magnetic
axis. Dotted line: trapped minority ion contribution to Re(dW̃). Dashed line:
toroidal and shape contributions to Re(dW̃). The e-folding widths of the
ICRF power deposition profile in the vertical and major radial directions are,
respectively,D520 cm andd515 cm. Theq profile is defined byq050.8,
n52, andlq541.2. The other parameters are given in the text. A central
minority ion temperature of 140 keV corresponds to a total ICRF wave
powerPRF of around 4 MW~as in the sawtooth-free period of discharge A!,
while T'~0!5210 keV corresponds toPRF.6 MW ~as in discharge B, which
exhibited continuous sawtooth behavior!.
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crucially dependent on the value ofD. While bp
hot and ubp

c u
increase monotonically withD, the dependence ofdW̃k on
this parameter is more complex. WhenD is small, minority
ions are only heated close to the plasma center, and a negli-
gible proportion of such ions are trapped. WhenD is large,
on the other hand,Fh has a flat radial profile. In both limits,
it is clear from Eq.~7! thatdW̃k→0. In the case of discharge
A, the value ofD that gives a maximumdW̃k is around 18
cm. Since the value ofD is determined essentially by wave
focusing, the conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 4 is that
stabilization can be achieved most easily by using strongly
focused ICRF waves.

In Ref. 4 it was noted that the imaginary part ofdW̃k is
associated with a finite mode frequency. In every case con-
sidered above, we find that the value of Im(dW̃k) corre-
sponds to a realv that is much smaller than the typical
precessional drift frequency of the heated minority ions: this
is a requirement for the analysis presented in Ref. 6 to be
self-consistent.

IV. DISCUSSION

Using a realistic model of ICRF power deposition, we
have shown that the best-fit plasma parameters of an ICRF-
heated discharge in JET are consistent with a scenario in
which them51 internal kink energydW changes sign~from
positive to negative! at approximately the same time as a
sawtooth crash that terminated a period of negligible MHD
activity. We have shown also that an increase in the coupled
ICRF power may bring about an overall decrease indW,
leading to greater instability, as observed. From this we infer
that the MHD energy principle, generalized to include ki-
netic effects associated with trapped energetic ions, is a use-
ful tool for predicting the occurrence of sawtooth oscilla-
tions.

We have so far neglected the effects of finite resistivity,
which tends to lower the threshold for instability. Taking into
account the effects of diamagnetic rotation, Porcelli and
Migliuolo30 obtained the following criterion for instability of
the resistivem51 internal kink mode in a high-temperature
tokamak plasma:

Re~dW̃!&dW̃crit[
s1
2

3e1
2~thv̂* e!

1/2, ~31!

wheres15s(r 1)5r 1q8(r 1); th5m0r 1
2/he , wherehe is resis-

tivity; and v̂
*e
, the electron diamagnetic frequency, is re-

lated to the electron temperature and density gradients. All
quantities on the right-hand side of Eq.~31! are evaluated at
r5r 1: using the parameter values adopted for discharge A
and the usual Spitzer expression forhe , we find thatdW̃crit is
comparable in magnitude to the values obtained for Re(dW̃)
in Table I and Figs. 3–4, which suggests that resistive effects
may indeed play an important role in determining sawtooth
stability. However, it is noted in Ref. 30 that Eq.~31! is only
valid if

v̂* e
vA

.S he

m0r 1
2vA

D 1/3, ~32!

wherevA5s1vA/)R0, vA being the Alfvén speed. Equation
~32! becomes progressively less well satisfied during the
course of the sawtooth-free period in discharge A. In any
case, comparisons between Eq.~31! and experimental data
must be treated with caution, sincedW̃crit is a sensitive func-
tion of s1, accurate values of which are difficult to obtain.

We have assumed in this paper that Re(dW̃),0 is a
sufficient condition for the occurrence of a sawtooth crash. It
is appropriate at this stage to compare, as far as possible, the
sawtooth stability criterion obtained by Zakharov and co-
workers in Ref. 31. The negative value of Re(dW̃) that we
compute for the end of the sawtooth-free period in discharge
A ~see Table I! implies an idealm51 kink mode layer width
lh whose modulus is smaller than both the bulk ion Larmor
radiusri and the collisionless skin depthde . Zakharov and
co-workers proposed a sawtooth model involving collision-
less reconnection, and obtained a criterion for instability of
them51 reconnection mode that is applicable in this re´gime,
and that was later applied by Levinton and co-workers19 to
TFTR:

s1*1.4
b2/3

Zeff
1/6 S une8uR0

ne
D 2/3S up8uR0

p D 1/3, ~33!

whereb is the toroidal plasma beta,p is plasma pressure
~assumed to be isotropic!, primes denote radial derivatives,
all quantities are evaluated atr5r 1 @as in Eq.~31!#, and we
have assumed that the majority ions are deuterons. Equation
~33! appears to provide a reliable means of predicting the
occurrence of sawteeth in TFTR when Re(dW̃) lies close to
zero ~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 19!. For comparison with our ap-
proach, we setp5pbulk1(pi1p')/2 @cf. Eq. ~20!# in Eq.
~33!, and, adopting the parameters used in Table I to model
the end of the sawtooth-free period in discharge A, find that
Eq. ~33! is satisfied. However, this conclusion depends on an
assumed value ofs1, which, as we have noted above, is

FIG. 4. As Fig. 3, except that Re(dW̃k), dW̃T1dW̃shape, and Re(dW̃) are
plotted as functions ofD, the height of the ICRF power deposition profile.
The value ofT'~0! is 140 keV.
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difficult to measure in JET. Moreover, it is not clear how Eq.
~33! should be modified when, as in the present case, the
plasma pressure contains a significant contribution from
ICRF-heated ions, and is thus anisotropic. The sawtooth cri-
teria obtained by Zakharov and co-workers are thatulhu be
smaller than bothri andde , and that Eq.~33! be satisfied:
the parameter set used in Table I to model the end of the
sawtooth-free period in discharge A satisfies these criteria
~subject to the above caveats! and, according to the analysis
of Zakharov and co-workers, is sawtooth unstable. For the
parameter set used in Table I to model the beginning of the
sawtooth-free period, we find thatulhu.de , in which case
Eq. ~33! is not applicable and therefore cannot be used to
predict the occurrence of a sawtooth crash.

Following the suggestion by Levinton and co-workers19

that dW̃ was strongly negative in sawtooth-free TFTR dis-
charges, Rogers and Zakharov20 used a two-fluid MHD
model, with isotropic plasma pressure, to demonstrate nu-
merically and analytically that a linearly unstablem51 mode
can saturate at a very low level, under certain conditions.
These conditions are: that bothri and de be much smaller
thanulhu; and thatv* i anduv̂

* e
u exceed a certain fraction of

vA . In the case of the parameter sets used to generate Table
I and Figs. 3–4, the inequalityulhu@r i is never satisfied,
and the ratiosv

* i
/vA and uv̂

* e
u/vA are about an order of

magnitude smaller than the values assumed by Rogers and
Zakharov in their MHD simulation. Thus, the conclusions
reached by Rogers and Zakharov regarding nonlinear satura-
tion of them51 apply to a re´gime that differs from that of
the JET discharges considered here.

Although the exact conditions required for instability of
them51 kink mode are thus somewhat uncertain, it is clear
that sawtooth suppression is associated with strongly positive
values of Re(dW̃). It is thus logical to search for experimen-
tally accessible parameter regimes in which the condition
Re(dW̃).0 can be maintained for as long as possible. We
have noted that an increase inPRF can be destabilizing.
However, if the ICRF power level is very low,
Re(dW̃k)!udW̃T1dW̃shapeu, and instability will then occur
wheneverbp lies above a threshold value, which, for the
equilibria used to compute Table I and Figs. 3–4, lies in the
range 0.08–0.13. Phillips and co-workers3 have noted the
existence of a minimumPRF required to achieve sawtooth
stabilization in TFTR. In ICRH experiments carried out on
both JET2,16,32and TFTR3 with low minority ion concentra-
tion ~h,0.1!, the optimum value ofPRF has been found to be
around 4 MW.

Clearly, resistivityh is also a key parameter for sawtooth
stabilization. In this context, we note that thebp

c term indW̃T

is strongly destabilizing ifp'@pi @see Eqs.~18!, ~21!, and
~22!#. For a fixed value ofPc , the Stix model@Eq. ~12!#
indicates that an increase inh should be accompanied by a
reduction inT' , and hence a~stabilizing! reduction inubp

c u.
However, the fractional wave powerPc/PRF absorbed by
minority ions is itself a sensitive function ofh, and so an
increase in the latter may not bring about the desired stabi-
lization. Indeed, experiments on JET with 5 MW of ICRH
indicate a reduction in the sawtooth period ash is raised
from 0.16 to 0.43.32 This may simply reflect a reduction in

Pc/PRF: sawtooth stability can be restored at high values of
h by increasingPRF from 5 to 6.5 MW.32

According to the results shown in Fig. 4, stability can be
enhanced by reducing the height of the ICRF power deposi-
tion profile,D. In the case of JET, it is not clear that experi-
mental conditions can be achieved in whichD is signifi-
cantly smaller than the 20 cm used to compute Table I and
Fig. 3. In general, however, stabilization of sawtooth oscilla-
tions is most likely to be achieved if the ICRF waves are
strongly focused.

It should be stressed that the model described in this
paper is restricted to parameter re´gimes in which the heated
minority ions are only weakly anisotropic~eT'/Ti!1! and
have thin banana orbit widths~!r 1!. For a fixed value ofh,
the Stix model indicates thatT' increases linearly withPRF
@see Eq.~12!#. Whenh;0.02–0.04 andPRF;10–15 MW, as
in the high-power ICRH experiments described in Ref. 23,
Fh is likely to be highly anisotropic, and the orbit widths of
trapped ions may be comparable tor 1.

15 The results pre-
sented in Ref. 23 indicate that sawtooth stabilization is pos-
sible at much higher values ofPRF than those used in the
experiments described by Campbell and co-workers in Ref.
2, and by Phillips and co-workers in Ref. 3. For this reason,
it is difficult to extrapolate the results of our analysis to the
parameter re´gime of a prototype fusion reactor, such as the
proposed International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
~ITER!.33 However, although our theory would need to be
modified to describe auxiliary heating in a machine such as
ITER, the destabilizing contribution of heated minority ions
to the Shafranov shift of magnetic flux surfaces implies that
sawtooth activity will always occur whenPRF is sufficiently
high.
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